Move over, save lives, drivers told

Mother of trooper killed by vehicle shares story at LCMR

West Cape May to see LCMR tax jump most

Developer: DEP breaking own rules

Lower Township MUA chairman, office supervisor suffer vandalism
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ERMA — Donna Setaro is reminding drivers when they are involved in an accident or其它 emergency vehicle with their lights is blinking on the side of the road that it is the law to slow down and move over one lane.

The driver that tragedy can occur when you are hit by a car. Her son, State Police Trooper Marc Castellano, was killed during a traffic stop.

In a Feb.19 letter to the DEP, Cape May Star and Wave, By JACK FICTHER

January 2020.

This is only a drill: Terror attack at Training Center Cape May

Several dozen law-enforcement, emergency management and military organizations participated in the full-scale antisamuricide exercise at Coast Guard Training Center Cape May on April 29. The exercise created a suicide bomber attacking the galley and injuring dozens of recruits and staff. Exercise players included victims, police officers and EMS personnel, who responded as if it were an actual attack.
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CAPE MAY — East Cape May residents will face the highest tax increase after the Lower Cape May Regional High School Board voted to raise the tax rate by 0.05 percent. According to the new budget, 2020-21, the income tax is $31.5 million, up $1.2 million over last year.
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CAPE MAY — East Cape May Associates, a developer that has been trying to build homes in the Sewell Point section of the city, east of Pittsburg Avenue, for two decades, is accusing the state Department of Environmental Protection of ignoring its legislative charge.
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